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Woman Comes, Cuts and Goes 
2-1-’15 

 
To me it has always been a normal natural thing to treat every woman as a 

(manifestation of the) Divine Woman. How different from Your approach, Woman. To my 
surprise, when I entered this world and my eyes opened a bit in the dark, You treated me – 
and in general ‘man’ – as one of the many, instead of as Your Beloved, Your One, Your 
King. 

It’s true, it had and has to go that way. Otherwise Man cannot be Humbled into His 
True State as Man and He’d stay in the Dream of the One. First His Heart has to be torn apart 
– into Two. 

Even though You prompted Me to, finally, See the Bitch that You usually (try to) hide 
inside – You succeeded eventually, even with this Heart-pupil so difficult to teach in this 
respect – I kept on treating You as the Divine Woman. Bitch or not, faking or not, humiliating 
Man or not, I could not and cannot stop Seeing the Divine Woman that You resist so much – 
since You Are not a picture for Me, not like You like a man to fulfil, fit the picture You (as 
Ego) have of him. Your Answer is to avoid Me now. If I do not fit in any of Your pictures – 
and Your favourite two pictures are: the perfect or successful ‘earthly’ man and the perfect or 
successful spiritual man – You avoid Me. And You like to maintain the Division between 
these Two Sides of Yourself. In the Dark You’re constantly Cutting, Dividing, or else they 
threaten to Meet and become One and then You would Disappear into the Divine Woman 
Who only Exists as Inseparable Part of the Divine Man and You can’t tolerate that. You like – 
at least also – to Exist as Your self. 

No, I do not fit any cuts or divisions. I’m not Your earthly dream, nor Your spiritual 
dream. I’m far far from both, as a matter of fact. You avoid Me since I’m not manipulable 
into either side of Yourself – and that is so because I See Your Knife in the Dark, I Feel Your 
Cutting My Heart. It hurt and hurts but to keep Feeling this Pain is the Only Way to stay 
Present here on Earth in Your Dark Realm, to Hold on as Heart and Survive as Man, Man 
Who is not against Your Duality but Is Also Present and Conscious Beyond it. 

Now You don’t know what to do with Me. You can hope My Body dies and this 
Love-Consciousness won’t manifest Itself any more, or at least You don’t want to be 
confronted with It any more. But then You have lost Your chance to Meet Man, the Man 
Whose Heart cannot be Cut into Two for He just Lets It Bleed and Bleed and Bleed – and, 
thus, Allowing the Blood, He Comes Back, again and again and again, while He seemed to 
and ‘should’ have been done already after the last blow You gave that was even heavier than 
the heavy previous ones. Where are we now? Are we stuck in our Fight, the Old Fight 
between Man and Woman’s Ego – this Fight that is Reality even though She managed to 
make society believe that the Battle is fought for the greater part between Woman and Man’s 
Ego1 that would just (or in the first place) want sex from Her and would not care deep enough 

                                                
1 The confusion here has certainly got to do with the fact that men are usually unable to Transcend 

the Female Ego in themselves. They act it out in a more obvious way than Woman would do, the 
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(or not at all) about Her Development into Consciousness, a Development by Which She 
could be Freed from Her suffering as Woman Who is or seems Separate from Man’s Heart as 
Her Source, Liberated from Her (indeed) painful bonds to the Earth, to Form(s)? Well, we’re 
not totally stuck, as it seems – although a meeting between You and Me ‘in person’ seems 
indeed to become further and further away from being realistic. Your Side of the Coin may be 
Stuck-ness, the Male Side of the Coin is Freedom. 

Consciousness is – unlike how it seems when one would observe the way people 
manifest – not necessarily separate from Corporeality. Man, exceptionally as it is here on 
Earth, Became the Body, through this ‘form’, the Consciousness-Body – like You Had to 
First become the Body Unconsciously. Since this was and is so, the Process of our Meeting 
cannot stop, not truly, even though Your avoidance of My ‘form’ – and You Know very well 
it is not a form – is one of Your many strategies to still remain in control, cutting and dividing 
as a controlling mechanism. 

Remember? I Showed You once, You as Manifested in one of Your Female Bodies, 
that the whole spirituality – as it was and is – is a Lie, separate as it is from Woman’s Body. It 
tries to, even literally, energetically and through consciousness, uplift Woman to Man’s world 
instead of Actually Going in Her, into the Dark. This project is doomed to fail and has failed 
already. You Acknowledged what I Showed You and You Saw that I had ‘Done’ it totally 
differently, that I had Actually Gone into Woman’s Painful Stuck world with and as an Open 
Heart. And You naturally wanted to put Your hand on mine. You slowly moved it downward, 
and not without Love: You were not separate from Reality, from Me, that moment. The very 
last moment, however, just one centimetre above mine You stopped… You started to Realize 
something, the consequences of Your Acknowledgement… Your right hand hang there 
briefly, closely above my left hand, before You, again slowly, lifted it again and, instead of 
letting it Rest on Me, put it on yourself, on your own body. And, in all honesty in these sacred 
moments of great importance, You declared that You were not willing to give up Your 
spirituality – as it was now – which functioned as Your hope and seeming safety: the 
opportunity to be uplifted from the Dark place You felt Inside You and had always felt Inside. 
Yes, not long afterwards You – that specific form of You – ‘had to’ leave Me, for good. This 
was and is Your main form of manipulation of Man: to leave His form, so that the Process 
stops, so that the Oneness with Man – that only in words You claim to Want – cannot 
manifest. But the Process cannot Stop, Dear. Yes, ‘I’, the Heart, Cried about Your leaving, for 
80 days – and yes, you tried to manipulate Me further by saying that it was not normal to cry 
about Your leaving Me and that, therefore, I am not Ready in myself, not ready with the 
process of my self. Man, You said without words, should not Cry over this, if such a Woman 
like you leaves His form. 
                                                                                                                                                   

Mistress of Hiding as She is. In the earthly reality this means that, as long as men are incapable 
regarding the Transcendence of the Female Ego, to See it in all details, there is de facto no Man 
present in the earthly realm, sad as this is. And as long as Woman(’s Ego) is not Seen by the Male 
Eye of Consciousness She stays Alone. 
Remember, never confuse a man with Man as He Is. Then, potentially, a lot will become clear in 
the course of time. 
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Who, then, should Cry, if I don’t ‘do’ it? Who else should Cry about Your Pain of 
being so attached to Your Separation from Man, attached to fundamentally feeling lonely? Do 
You Cry? No. You are Stuck, Stoned, Cold. So I Do it, I Cry – and at the same time this is the 
Preparation for Making You finally Cry, by matter of Resonance. If You don’t Cry sooner or 
later – from Your heart – You stay Stuck. 

In all fairness, You treated me like a piece of shit,2 a utensil, a disposable thing that 
You use and throw away, I’m sorry You – Beyond yourself – had to Do this. It hasn’t been 
uplifting for Your self-image. You had to Do Your lousy Job, indeed. And now You avoid 
Me, structurally. You don’t want Your self-image to be degraded even further. You liked to 
be Uplifted: that is what You came for to Me. I had been Unfaithful in this respect, I Betrayed 
You. My Heart seemed such a great Promise for You, better than ever before, that was 
certain. But it turned out to be a Mirror. You didn’t order that. You Wanted to be Fulfilled, 
just like that, by Associating with the Right Man, the Pure Heart – ‘Associating with’, indeed, 
not Loving Him. You didn’t Want to have to See, to Look in the Mirror. The Pure Heart 
should only Absorb, You assumed. It should Absorb all that was Dark and Dirty and You 
enjoyed it, You felt excited, Your Bodily form even changed, became more beautiful, 
purified. But then it became harder and harder not to Meet the Other Function of the Pure 
Heart. It became harder not to look in the Mirror. No problem for You, it seemed. You could 
just leave the Mirror and let it Mirror other people, not You. After all, You thought You had 
the treasure now. You thought you had the Force and Purity of Man(’s Heart) always 
available for yourself now. After You, courageously, had gone in the cage of the Lion and 
‘humbly’ associated with Him This Pure Male Force was, literally, hanging right in front of 
Your Body, You said. Now Woman was Complete, finally. Woman was there, and Man was 
there as well, with Her. You did no longer need His physical form for that supposed Oneness 
of one plus one. You could always tap from it, it was always available. 

No, Woman, You do not Know Man – not as long as You are not Willing to Face the 
Mirror, not as long as You are attached to Your egoic projections on Him, not as long as You 
do not Allow to Be Loved and, thus, to Love. 

Treat Man’s Heart as a waste bin, Woman, and You’ll always stay blind. The 
temporary relief Your dumping gives is worth nothing. Nothing. 

But once You Allow Me to Open Your Eye, to Open Your Heart… 
Staying blind, Unconscious, this seems a happy end for You, but You Know, Know, 

Your blindness is Your suffering. That’s why You came to Me in the first place, to Be(come) 
Conscious. You were tired, fed up with Your Unconsciousness, as You literally said to Me. 

But You Exist as Two Opposing Forces. And one of them, the Deluding one, made 
You think that You have Man now. Add to this the fact that Your Ego shouted in Your head 
that the Consciousness here will only bring You Pain still. So You left, again, as always, and 

                                                
2 I say this without any form of complaint. On the contrary, I am very thankful You, Your Female 

forms, have never treated Me as some kind of a master, but have always honestly shown Me the 
Woman You ‘are’ (or, at least, the way You as Woman function). If You had treated Me as a (or 
Your) master I would never have come to Know You from Within. 
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what have You won…? To dump Your Dark forms into Your children that You produced 
with a man who You cannot Love nor respect? To dump it into the next generation, is that the 
uplifting outcome that You were after? 

You’re still a Stone. 
And Your children will be a Stone, the same successful Stone. 
I Copy Your Stone. And, from Within, as the Formless Heart, I Un-stone You. But it 

won’t work this way that, if I Do My Job, You just attune to Me and then You’ll get un-
stoned just like that. Divine Nature doesn’t Work like that. It Works with Humility. I’m sorry. 
No easy way out – or Beyond. 

Divine Justice Rules. 
The ones who delegate Consciously Feeling Pain to others, will be left behind, stay 

Stoned. 
The Divine Woman stays un-lived thus. She Only Exists in Relation to the Divine 

Man, not as Herself. 


